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PEST Analysis Political Legal issues - Samsung faced several patent lawsuits issues in the smartphone
industry in recent years - Samsung protects their intellectual properties by suing competitors and claiming
infringements rights on patents design and ideas Economic - Samsung is the top dealer of android smartphones
Social. From means of communication via SMS and calls, hand phone or rather Smartphone serves consumers
a far range of functions today. It is important to note, however, that since some consumers may belong to both
segments, positioning claims for a product should never conflict. We have checked with the unsure respondent
and respondent was using a smartphone bought to her by her daughter. As Coca-Cola and Nike , Samsung is
convinced that advertising is one of the best forms of promotion to engage potential consumers. Samsung is
mostly famous for its product quality, but besides the gadgets, Samsung is known for being a sponsor giant.
The secondary target are the high school college and graduate who need devoices which are multifunctional
and portable. For instance, Mumbai is a great example of a city, where Samsung distributes its product
through a single company. They used the possession of their own chip to their advantage and bought about lot
of innovation Laptops:- Samsung is an emerging player in laptops. Today, they have ,00 employees
worldwide. Brand Development Strategy The most difficult step in developing a marketing plan is normally
the process of developing a brand strategy. The benefits of products have to be communicated to customers.
Consumers prefer buying phones with contracted lines and this might suggest Samsung can consider giving a
better incentive to telcos and dealers to further boost up their sales. Consumers were never attached with
certain technology products, they always strive to have the best. Moreover, digital TV forecasted to grow
rapidly in India and China. Targeting: The market targeting options include a single segment, selective
segments, or extensive segments. Romano C, Ratnatunga J  The Role of Marketing, Eur J. Samsung target the
upper middle class professionals. This might be an important indicator for Samsung to have intense tie up
promotions with the telcos to offer consumers attractive rates for those plans that have expired. None of its
competitors have experienced such strong growth in the last few years. Among the application sectors,
Computer Peripherals account for the largest share of the entire market, driving a CAGR of 9. Samsung
practises indirect channels using selective distribution. As Samsung smartphone do has many variations,
approximate 24, the positioning within each range should be unique and clear to consumers. However the
tricky part is to position products across different, yet overlapping, market segments. Samsung's market share
of global smartphone shipments , by quarter Premium Industry-specific and extensively researched technical
data partially from exclusive partnerships. The consumer electronics market research makes a careful study of
all the past reports and makes estimates based on them. Sponsorship â€” Samsung is one of the largest
companies in the world. This target group of people focuses mainly on music, leisure and has the flair for hip
gadgets in the market. Besides advertising, Samsung approaches different promotional tactics to make
customers buy the product. Selecting the segmentation strategy The firm uses mainly lifestyle and
demographic variables in segmenting their market. E-mail, SMS, voice, conferencing, video calling â€”
basically, anything communication-related is compelling to them, and they will pay extra for a device that
does it well. The rural targets will help increase the market share.


